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Sunday of the First Week of Advent
"With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are like 
a day. The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some understand 
slowness.  Second Peter 3: 8 –9

Those of you at Trinity who have known me for much of my twenty-
five years here will know that I am a person who plans ahead. I keep a 
calendar and refer to it daily. I perform tasks early rather than at the 
last minute. However, one of my own experiences since recently being 
diagnosed with and having had surgery for a detached retina that has 
been most significant is my perception of time. That is what this portion 
of the lesson is talking about. I have discovered that my perception of the 
passing of time varies a lot from day to day and from minute to minute. 
The drive from my home to the surgery center early on Monday morning 
seemed to fly by, but the minutes between being taken back and when the 
surgeon came in just before the operation to talk to me dragged out into a 
torturous span that felt like hours. The time that passed during the surgery 
itself I have no awareness of at all. The twenty-four hours following my 
surgery, the time during which I was instructed to keep myself face-down 
regardless of comfort, sleep, eating, or any other concerns, was a twenty-
four hours in which the passing of time was the only thing of importance. 
The ticking away of those minutes, the alarm on my phone that Isaac 
fixed up to go off every three hours for the taking of pain medication—
these were my primary and just about my only concerns. Does this mean 
I was more acutely aware of time? That I was more accurate than usual in 
guessing how many minutes or hours had passed? No. Even though the 
passing of time was the only thing of importance during those twenty-four 
hours, I was still no better or more accurate at perceiving time than before. 

I think that all of us, in our human frailty and small single-mindedness, 
are unable to perceive time—especially time as a part of the big picture—
with any accuracy, or even with any similarity to the perceptions of other 
human beings. We cling to the measurements we know; we try to make 
predictions and plan for the future using our own divisions of hours, 
days, and years while failing to remember and recognize that the timing of 
God is beyond our meager powers of comprehension. This passage from 
Second Peter reminds us that the Lord is not slow in keeping His promise. 
Whether we are in a chapter of our lives in which time crawls along or 
whether it is a moment when you turn around and realize you are a decade 
older than you were just a little while ago, and where has the time gone? 
No matter what the circumstances are, the Lord’s timing is beyond our 
understanding, and He is not slow in keeping His promise. He is patient 
with us. How can you be more patient with others and with yourself? 

Elizabeth Boulter
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Monday of the First Week of Advent 

…“you paid careful attention to the way we lived among you, and 
determined to live that way yourselves… we don’t have to say anything 
more - you’re the message!”  I Thessalonians 1:1-10
 —from The Message, a contemporary translation

As we begin this Advent season of great possibility, actually a new year in 
the life of the church, we have a chance for the renewal of our convictions. 
A fresh start! It is a time when we may, if we so choose, to become a 
human transistor where God’s gifts to us become a pass-through to others.

If one reads the entire ten verses, he/she covers a history story, conjuring 
up a picture of sandal-clad men walking the dusty roads of a village in the 
Holy Land, in this case, Thessalonica. Many of you have traveled these 
areas and walked the paths yourselves. Were you thinking about being a 
witness of God’s love?

A quote from Saint Francis of Assisi:
 “Preach the gospel at all times… if necessary, use words.”

 Dear God, 

 May we strive to carry your message of love daily through all the 
 minutes of our lives. 

 Amen.

Grace Pless
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Tuesday of the First Week of Advent
“A man planted a vineyard and leased it to tenants …” 
 Luke 20:9(-18)

How great is it to have one’s ducks in a row? More so if, like me, you’ve 
ever been a mess. There’s nothing like the sublime confidence of a life 
fully maintenanced: bills paid early, exemplary lab results, a glovebox 
bearing the registrations and bona fides needed to keep a routine traffic 
stop routine.

But lately, I look out my clean window at the state of the world, 
and wonder if I’ve confused punctiliousness for justice. Beyond my 
conscientiousness lays a trapdoor to entitlement. I fall in almost every 
day. I cast disdain on those I believe would endanger me with their 
carelessness, who threaten to turn to bedlam that which I just finally put 
in order, who fail to adhere to what so obviously strikes me to be the “right 
side” of things.

Into this condescension enters the parable of the tenants, and their cruel 
but thoroughly organized plan to come to possess the God’s vineyard. 
Were their ducks not in a row? Didn’t they find themselves on the “right 
side” of the law? And yet, a more fundamental moral force held them to 
account.

Us too. It’s nice to be on time, but shouldn’t we figure out why we’re here? 

Michael Pesant
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Wednesday of the First Week of Advent
 … they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into 
pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall 
they learn war anymore.
 Isaiah 2:4

How long have we desired to see our swords beaten into plowshares; 

our spears into pruning hooks? How deeply have we yearned for the day 
when we should learn war no more? As discord, division and disease run 
rampant in our land, the vision of peaceful plowshares and pruning hooks, 
as well as unity and good health, seems unattainable.

With the psalmist we cry: “How long, O Lord?”
With the disciples we pray: “Thy kingdom come.”

The cry has gone out for years, for centuries, for millennia.
And still we wait...

And now we find ourselves in Advent – that most holy season of waiting.

Over two millennia ago, a young woman found herself thrust into a season 
of waiting, as she learned she was with child. She was obliged to take a 
“pregnant pause”, with fear and hope co-mingled, as she nurtured the 
growing life within her. After what must have seemed an endless period of 
waiting, she brought forth her first-born son, Jesus. She bore the Christ, 
the Living Word of God, into a hurting and needy world.

We can remember that through Mary, “the word of the Lord has come 
forth,” the Word made flesh, Jesus Christ, the true and lasting Prince of 
Peace.

As difficult as it may seem to find the gifts of love and peace and comfort 
and joy in this season of our waiting, may we experience this time of co-
mingled fear and hope as our own “pregnant pause”...a time to gestate and 
nurture the Word of God within us. In a recent sermon, Bishop Curry 
said that poets and prophets go up to the mountain so they can see the 
promised land. We can use this time to “go up to the mountain of the 
Lord … that he may teach us his ways and we might walk in his paths.” 
And finally, may we, like Mary, bear Christ Jesus into our hurting and 
needy world.

Susan Edwards
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Thursday of the First Week of Advent
“Stop trusting in mere humans, who have but a breath in their nostrils. 
Why hold them in esteem?”
 Isaiah 2:22

In my reading of Isaiah 2:12-22, this line spoke to me. In the current 
political and social climate of our country and world, it is often easy to 
put too much faith in “mere humans.” We think the country will never 
recover if our political candidate does not win, we become polarized by the 
words of our leaders and fellow citizens, and we find ourselves defining 
our self-worth by our status and belongings. It is easy to get distracted and 
loose sight of what is important – God’s love. However, God reminds us in 
Isaiah 2:12-22 that if we remember to but our faith in Him, our lives will 
truly be fulfilled. In this season of Advent, I find comfort in remembering 
that God sent His only Son to die for our sins. With all the things that 
this world can throw at us (especially in 2020), having Him as your center 
will always bring hope, love, and eternal life. When I get frustrated with 
the world and “mere humans,” I will strive to remember this line and 
instead have faith in Him.

In this season of Advent, how will you strive to put your faith in Him 
instead of “mere humans?”

Elleveve Donahue
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Friday of the First Week of Advent
“For all of them have contributed out of their abundance, but she out of 
her poverty has put in all she had to live on”
 Luke 21:4 

I am uncomfortable with the word “philanthropist”. I feel that as a society 
that glorifies the acquisition of money, we likewise celebrate rich people 
who choose to give away some small portion of their wealth to their 
favorite charity. Of course, the charity needs the money, but still, there is 
a lot of ego involved, and they get a big tax break (less money for public 
services), and they already have all they need and want anyway. And yet, 
many people proudly say their occupation is “philanthropist”. Ugh.

I’m with Jesus on this. Someone who gives much from her meager lot is 
much more praiseworthy than someone whose offering out of abundance 
means little to him other than ego satisfaction. Psychologists say that 
people who have less are more compassionate, more
sensitive to the needs of others, and are more focused on the here and 
now. That is why they give more of what they have. And they are happier. 

Can we follow the example of the poor widow?

Dear Lord, help me to invest my talents of compassion and generosity 
so that they may return fivefold dividends for your kingdom of love and 
mercy and understanding. Amen.

Linda Watt
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Saturday of the First Week of Advent

Brothers, we do not want you to be ignorant about those who fall asleep, 
or to grieve like the rest of men, who have no hope. ( The Thessalonians 
had questioned what happens to those who die before Christ returns. 
Paul is reassuring them-and us-that their friends and loved ones will be 
resurrected just as Christ was and will be joined by those still living at The 
Return, indeed Paul says those who died-fell asleep-in Christ will be raised 
up before the then-living to meet with them in the clouds.) We believe 
that Jesus died and rose again so we believe that God will bring with Jesus 
those who have fallen asleep in him. According to the Lord’s own word, 
we tell you that we who are still alive, who are left till the coming of the 
Lord, will certainly not proceed those who have fallen asleep. (It is believed 
that Paul’s reference to The Lord’s own words was something revealed 
directly to Paul or it was a teaching of Jesus passed on orally by the 
apostles and other Christians.) For the Lord himself will come down from 
heaven,with a loud command, with the voice of the archangel and with 
the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. After that, 
we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in 
the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord 
forever. Therefore encourage each other with these words. 
 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 NIV

Paul apparently was under the impression that Christ’s Return was to be 
in the immediate future which we now, some 2,000 years later know was 
not the case. His description of raising of those who had died gives the 
feeling of some sort of time between death and the reunion with Christ 
which in the case of those who died around the time of Christ would be 
a substantial time. Does this raise some questions for you as it does for me? 

He thought that he was speaking to some who would still be alive at the 
coming and since he is still talking to us through the scriptures perhaps 
he was or is. We must always be aware of the possibility of that occurrence 
and be ready. 

Jerry Grant
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Sunday of the Second Week of Advent
“Let me sing for my beloved, my love-song concerning is vineyard.” 
 Isaiah 5:1

Will God’s Will be Done?

Should I just give up?

Being a Christian I find myself doubting that God is really there. When 
you work so hard and it is all a failure, only in your eyes. God knows no 
materialistic things all he know is the good and love in each and everyone 
of us.

We are like the farmer of the vineyard. We expect too much in too short of 
time. We need to have patience and know that God has his own plans for 
us. Until judgement day we should live each day for God. Not only for our 
Lord but for all creatures and persons. One day your harvest will come in 
and you will rejoice and be glad. 
I know from experience. 

When we lived in Mississippi we had a cotton plantation. The cotton crop 
was so beautiful that year, fields of solid white. Then Katrina came and 
wiped out our crops. After all the turmoil and anger we were able to see 
the light at the end of this disaster. We realized we still had a home and 
each other. All of our family were safe. 

Remember you are on his time not yours.

Byron Ellen Shaw
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Monday of the Second Week of Advent
“For you are all children of light and children of the day; we are not of the 
night or of the darkness.” 
 1 Thessalonians 5:5 

With Advent’s arrival, my large family decorated our home in a swirl of 
activity. The centerpiece was our Christmas tree. After decorating our 
living room, it became off-limits. Our pretty things had been displayed and 
children were to not enter, lest we break something. 
As Advent progressed, its darkness grew ever deeper. The sun rose late, the 
skies resembled gray flannel, and the sunset came early. My parents would 
illuminate our tree every evening at supper. They did not know our tree’s 
cheerful lights sustained me through the season’s unending darkness. 

Members of my extended family gathered frequently at my parents’ home 
during Advent. There was an abundance of loud talk and too many people 
in too little space. With my parents’ prohibition on entering the living 
room, it became a seductive island of repose. 

At the age of five, I learned that during those confused and roaring family 
gatherings, I could sneak into the living room unnoticed. Once there, I 
would crawl behind the Christmas tree and lie down. On my back beneath 
the Christmas tree, I could look straight up into its light. I could remain 
there in silence, enjoying the lights’ beauty and contemplating Jesus’s 
arrival. 

In this season, at this time of gathering darkness, what can you do to bring 
a joyful light into your life and into the life of others? 

Advent can be an overwhelming time for the socially timid. Do you know 
someone who is fragile, alone, or needing friendship? Could you find a 
way to include them in your season?

Patrick O’Toole
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Tuesday of the Second Week of Advent
 “to encourage the disheartened, help the weak, be patient with everyone. 

Make sure that nobody pays back wrong for wrong, but always strive to do 
what is good for each other and for everyone else. 
 1 Thessalonians 5:14-22

This past year has been hard. No qualifications, no doubts. As Isaiah said, 
we were brought low, and everyone humbled.” We crouched in our homes, 
hoping and praying that a strange pandemic would pass our loved ones by, 
that our jobs and work would survive, and far too many of us lost family 
and friends, and were unable to mourn in the ways we knew how. 

Through all of this, we also began the process of mending as God 
intended. At our house, death was offset by the joy of children returning 
to us for three months. We were greeted by one grandson in the kitchen 
every morning with “What do today PaPa?” and the other grandson 
creeping and digging through the woods and gardens with his NaNa 
to learn about lizards, ants and caterpillars to counter-balance out with 
online school.

We said bad words as the endless rain brought large black spots to the 
tomatoes, and then reveled every morning as the wildflower meadow burst 
with the bright oranges, pinks, reds and yellows of zinnias that just would 
not give up well into November.

It was time … time to put aside judgements, “to encourage the 
disheartened, help the weak, be patient with everyone. Make sure that 
nobody pays back wrong for wrong, but always strive to do what is good for 
each other and for everyone else.”

Yes, 2020 was a year where we were humbled by the Lord, raised up by the 
wonders of God, and given reason to look forward in awe and inspiration 
for the coming of Jesus.

Carole Hedden
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Wednesday of the Second Week of Advent
Jesus bent down and wrote with his finger in the dirt.   
 John 7:53 - 8:11   
The Message   
(For context, read John 7:53-8:11)   

This is the image that stands out for me after reading the passage: a big  
question mark. What did Jesus write? Biblical scholars have many theories.  
Maybe Jesus wrote a list of the sins of the scribes and Pharisees, or maybe 
he was just doodling as a way of ignoring them.  

It is a mystery and we can  never be certain.   

Now I’m a big fan of mysteries. The Agatha Christie kind. Sin, judgment,  
repentance, and redemption in a few hundred pages. Put the clues  
together and maybe you can solve the puzzle before the last page.   
However, I’m not so fond of uncertainty.  Uncertainty equates to  
vulnerability, and that’s scary. Coronavirus, health of our loved ones and  
ourselves, job security, climate change, market instability-we are living  
without the answers and that is scary.   

Our culture mostly downplays living with uncertainty. People don’t like 
to admit  that they don’t know the answer.  Press on.  Just do it.  Never let 
them see  you sweat.   

But, how does our Christian tradition inform our culture and personal  
experience? So many scriptures and hymns speak of faith and trust in  God 
during times of uncertainty. I especially like Psalm 91:4, He will cover you 
with his feathers, and  under his wings you will find refuge; his faithfulness 
will be your shield and  rampart.   

After thinking about all this, what will I do differently tomorrow? 

Uncertainty  can bring out the worst in me. So I will devote time to prayer 
and reflection  to calm my feelings of fear and try to recognize the needs 
that generate them. I will try to lean in to the discomfort, seeking support 
from trusted friends. I’ll do the work to put the clues together and have 
faith that Jesus is with me on the journey. This is truly a holy mystery. 
 

Sandy Grant
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Thursday of the Second Week of Advent
For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work”
 2 Thessalonians 2:7

Whether it’s “the mystery of lawlessness... already at work...” and what may 
come from that in the world (2 Thess), or how Satan “entered into Judas” 
(Luke), it can be easy to feel anxious or heavy about the personal and 
collective implications of today’s readings.

I find comfort, though, when I shift to see invitations in the texts - into 
reflection about the beliefs we choose, combined with the wisdom of 
ordinary preparation.

We can pause and consider what we believe, and why, in our modern 
context. Is it drawing us closer or throwing us off course from sharing in 
God’s truth and love in our present circumstances?

And we can keep sacred traditions of worship, prayer and togetherness 
alive in creative ways, even in uncertain times.

In Luke, we see how Jesus even began the preparations for his disciples. If 
we listen close, through scripture and prayer, we may see how he does this 
also for us, lightening the burden we carry in the face of the unknowable.

Following his guidance and trusting his promise, we bring our faith to life, 
by simply tending the details that are ours to tend, one day at a time.

What are you preparing for?

Ask God for guidance to know what burdens or unhelpful beliefs to lay 
down, and what part is
yours to tend.

Hali Karla
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Friday of the Second Week of Advent
And the Lord direct your hearts into the love of God, and into the patient 

waiting for Christ.” 
 2 Thessalonians, 3:5

Tell the truth – you read your horoscope every day, don’t you? I know I do. 
One of the strengths of my sign, Taurus, is supposed to be patience. Who 
writes these things, anyway?! Because the truth of the matter is, the tongue-
in-check prayer, “Lord give me patience – but please hurry!”, was written 
specifically for me – or so it has always seemed. 

Advent is a season of waiting, a season of patience. All the original Biblical 
characters involved in the Christmas story waited patiently. Isaiah foretold 
the birth of the Christ child – and waited a lifetime for His arrival. 
Elizabeth waited 60 years to conceive and give birth to her child, John, the 
forerunner of Christ. Zechariah was rendered mute, and had to wait until 
after John’s birth to regain the power of speech. Mary waited 9 months for 
her blessed babe. 

In years past, I have rushed through Advent in a mad dash to get to the 
finish line – Christmas Day. This year like no other has changed me, 
though. The lesson that life is unpredictable has really been hammered 
home. Our plans can, and often, do go awry. The present moment is all 
we really have. And I think we’ve all learned that those ordinary, everyday 
moments that we took for granted – lunch with a friend, cheering on our 
favorite team, family gatherings, attending church - are actually the most 
important things in the world. 2020 has slowed me down, taught me to 
savor every moment. 

Come, Lord Jesus! I am waiting for You this Advent – more patiently than 
usual. 

Why is waiting such an important spiritual discipline? 

What should one do while in a season of waiting?

Cassia Imholz
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Saturday of the Second Week of Advent
“I have prayed for you Peter that your own faith may not fail; and you, 
when once you have turned back, strengthen your brothers.” 
 Luke 22:32

Peter was a paradoxical mixture. In spite of his denial, Peter was 
fundamentally, even passionately loyal to Jesus. Jesus warned him of the 
struggle awaiting him, but affirmed His support and confidence, urging 
him to use the struggle as a stimulus to help others caught up in such 
sifting. And swords? Not as an incitement to armed forces. Jesus was 
saying: "In a short time you and my disciples will have to fight for your very 
existence." 

How does this passage speak to us today? It speaks of failure and hope. 
When we fail God, Jesus is praying for us. His grace points the way back 
and gives us hope. In uncertain times, Satan is always waiting to sift us and 
lead us astray. Through faith, we remain armed and ready to fight Satan's 
advances. Even if our faith is shaken and assaulted, in Christ it shall never 
be finally vanquished.

Yes, we fail God. Consider the Prayer of General Confession: things done 
that we should not have done; things undone that we should have done. 
At times, we, too, hear the rooster crowing. But fear not, God's grace will 
make us strong in broken places and restore us to Himself. Amen.

Robert Mann
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Monday of the Third Week of Advent
“Thus he has given us, through these things, his precious and very great 
promises”
 2nd Peter 1:4

Simply put, God has given us everything we need. Amen! Through His 
“precious and great promises” God calls us to be participators in His 
divine nature, to clothe ourselves in the joy, mercy, forgiveness and 
righteousness that dwells in God.

As I read this passage I was struck by Peter's wondrous proclamation. This 
is what God desires for his people, to throw off the world’s corruption 
and be participants in God’s holiness, and the ability to do so has been 
promised to us! Glory to God!

The writer of 2nd Peter reminds us we are able to clothe ourselves in 
God’s divine nature by embracing goodness, knowledge, self-control, 
endurance, mutual affection and love. Without these, we risk becoming 
ineffective and unfruitful members of Christ’s community. We risk 
becoming the “wicked and lazy servant” from Jesus’ parable of the talents. 
These cautionary words strike me deeply, as too often I feel spiritually 
unfruitful and too attracted to society’s distractions.

During this Advent season, let us “confirm our call” in the knowledge that 
God, in his Son, has given us everything we need to flourish in this life, 
and bring God’s kingdom “on earth as it is in heaven.” 

Questions:

How might we throw off the world’s corruption and societal 
distractions during this Advent season?

How might our lives be transformed if we fully embrace the knowledge 
that God has given us everything we need for a godly life?

John Hall
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Tuesday of the Third Week of Advent
“Then Peter remembered the word of the Lord, how he had said to him, 
‘Before the cock crows today, you will deny me three times.’ And he went 
out and wept bitterly.”

In Luke’s gospel, Jesus often refers to himself as “Son of Man”. I have 
generally understood this term to mean something like, “If any man sin, 
we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous…” (BCP 
p. 332). 

In Luke 22:32, just before Jesus foretells Peter’s denials, he tell him, “…but 
I prayed for you, Simon, that your faith may not wholly fail; and when you 
are restored, give strength to your brothers”. Upon hearing the cock crow, 
Peter was overwhelmed with shame and grief. But at some point, he must 
have remembered these other words and knew that Jesus had prayed for 
him and was still counting on him.

I don’t generally think of Jesus as praying for us. It is a powerful image. 

What do you think?

Son of God, Son of Man, Advocate to the Father, in these days of division 
and uncertainty, pray for us as you prayed for Peter, that our faith may not 
fail so that we may strengthen one another and reach out to our neighbors 
with love.

Katie Chappell
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Wednesday of the Third Week of Advent
It is written in Isaiah the Prophet: “Behold, I send my messenger before 
thy face, who shall prepare thy way; the voice of one crying in the 
wilderness: Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.”
 Mark 1:2-3

Paul Martin’s song says “I hear a sound coming from the mountain. I hear 
it louder each day. I hear a sound coming from the mountain and it says 
“Prepare ye the way of the Lord.” How can we prepare the way of the Lord?

John the Baptist lived in the wilderness. He did not dress in fine clothes 
and he ate locusts and wild honey, not my idea of a fine meal. Yet, the 
people were drawn to him and his message to be baptized and repent of 
their sins. He prepared the way for Jesus by telling them of his coming and 
that Jesus would baptize with the Holy Spirit. I can imagine how they felt, 
thinking of the coming of Jesus and wanting to be prepared.

Isaiah says, “Make his paths straight.” I want to stay on the straight path by 
letting His light shine in my life, by loving God with all my heart and soul 
and mind, by loving my neighbor as myself, by praying, by studying God’s 
word, by sharing God’s love, by witnessing for Jesus Christ, and by being 
kind.

Lord, guide us on the straight path. Let us prepare the way of the Lord as 
we get ready to celebrate His birth. Amen

Nancy McCorkle
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Thursday of the Third Week of Advent
“‘Repent for the kingdom of heaven has come near.’” 
 Matthew 3:2

When I was at Wake Forest, one of our undergraduate requirements was 
to take a Religion course. So great was my fear of interpreting the Bible 
that I found a loophole and took a Philosophy course that bridged the 
divide and provided the Religion credit I needed. 

So – you are not reading the words of a Biblical scholar, folks. When I 
read the bible, I focus on how it makes me feel. How is the Holy Spirit 
nudging me? 

Today’s passage from Matthew is just what I need for Advent – John the 
Baptist preaches, “Repent!” 

It’s been a HECKOFA year. All of us (or at least I) have faltered, had 
unkind thoughts, have wasted time, been frustrated, scared and angry. 

“Repent!” Stop. Make a change. Hone my focus. Prepare. Await. 
Anticipate.

We are all humans who have been living through a very uncertain time, 
with an onslaught of mental distractions. But John the Baptist is here to 
stop us in our tracks, “Repent.” Be ready. He says, “He who is coming after 
me is mightier that I, whose sandals I am not worthy to carry.”

“Repent.” I can, and will, do that. And then I will prepare to Rejoice. 
Amen.

How does it make you feel to be told to “Repent?”

Do you find hope in this passage?

Susan Covington
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Friday of the Third Week of Advent
When John heard in prison what the Messiah was doing, he sent word by 
his disciples and said to him, “Are you the one who is to come, or are we 
to wait for another?”
 Matthew 11:2-3

Not long after John appeared in the wilderness with sweet locusts on his 
breath. Not long after the expectant crowds churned muddy waves of 
confession into the Jordan. Not long after he baptized Jesus in the cold 
river .on a day overcast with love and thunder. Not long after he saw that 
the stepped over stones would one day give birth to children of God. Not 
long after he warned about the wrath to come when the kingdom of God 
arrives ablaze in vengeance 

Not long after this, John appeared in prison with a question tangled in his 
camel-hair clothes. He began to question whether Jesus was the savior they 
had long awaited or whether they should look for another. 

Because Israel had not been restored to power. Because the advent of 
wrath he predicted had yet to arrive. Because the fires of unquenchable 
vengeance smoldered and gasped. Because no one had been burned, least 
of all their enemies. Because they were not yet saved, least of all him. 
Because he was in prison while Jesus preached liberation and forgiveness, 
of even enemies.

“How long, O Lord” was no longer a question for him but a declaration 
of lament with the appearance of hope because the one he had waited for 
was no longer the one he had expected.

But “blessed is he who takes no offense” at Jesus (Matt. 11:6)

How often do we expect God to do and act as we would and find ourselves 
disappointed? Have you ever felt let down by Jesus as John did? How did 
God respond? How did you?

David Henson
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Saturday of the Third Week of Advent
John said, “You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee from the wrath 
to come?”
 Luke 3:7

I find John the Baptist rather embarrassing. He reminds me of aspects 
of our faith that are vulnerable to ridicule- the shouting street preacher, 
the cartoon signs that say “repent”. This is the fellow that ate locusts and 
dressed funny, the first century hippie, the baptizer of Jesus, “crying out in 
the wilderness”. 

John is not a negligible bit player. Luke is very careful to place him 
precisely in time with historical data. He authenticates him by citing 
prophecies of Isaiah, a real heavyweight. The other Gospel writers are 
equally careful to show John as a seminal figure. What John was, and what 
he said, must be vital to our understanding of Jesus’s ministry. Obviously.

But I don’t really like him, and big chunks of his message make me 
uncomfortable. His brand of repentance is a far cry from our measured 
and poetic General Confession. His threats of Doomsday make me 
nervous. Somehow I need to get a better understanding of this wild man 
to get the whole story.

Our Father, Help us to know and to accept the whole of Christ’s meaning, 
not just the gentle parts. 

Erwin Gunnells
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Sunday of the Fourth Week of Advent
“Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his power. Put on 
the armor of God, so that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the 
devil”
 Ephesians 6:10-20

From his prison cell in Rome, Paul encourages the members of the 
churches in Ephesus to mature in their faith, using the imagery of armor. 

Paul is not being frivolous by using body covering for his message. How 
we dress ourselves can make a big difference in how we feel. By urging his 
followers to imagine themselves wearing combat equipment, he is hoping 
to make them feel strong and courageous enough to resist the temptations 
and opposition against their faith.

Have you ever miscalculated about the proper attire for a gathering? Maybe 
you found yourself the only person there in formal clothing, or maybe the 
mistake went the other way and you felt decidedly uncomfortable in your 
jeans. 

Even though we are not, like Paul, ‘ambassadors in chains’, we need much 
courage to cope with our world as it is today.

Try to put yourself in this scenario. Read the passage. Close your eyes and 
mentally put on all the pieces of armor. Take a deep breath. Do you feel 
stronger? Are you mentally standing straighter? 

Dear Lord, help us to stand straight and give us strength and comfort us 
in the face of our losses and our isolation. Help us to be grateful for the 
blessings we still have, and we pray for those who are struggling. Amen

Beverly Congdon
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Monday of the Fourth Week of Advent
“They will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain, for the earth will 
be full of the knowledge of the Lord.” 
 Isaiah 11:9

There is so much noise in the world and so little clarity. So much clashing 

and so little unity. How do we differentiate between the Truth and all the 
commotion?

By first remembering that the mind is not the maker of Truth; Truth 
resides at the level of existence, not experiences. Experiences form your 
judgments, opinions, beliefs, perceptions, and prejudices, which obviously 
do not reflect truth because they change all the time. Truth is stable and 
does not even require belief.

At the level of existence, Holiness created you holy. Kindness created you 
kind. Helpfulness created you helpful. Perfection created you perfect. If 
that is true about you, isn’t it true about everyone, even those with whom 
you do not agree?

We must challenge our thoughts devised by our experiences and choose 
thoughts that reflect our existence. Every thought either engenders peace 
or war, love or hate. We must consciously choose thoughts that engender 
love rather than hate because energy attracts like energy. What are you 
attracting?

We are not separate from one another. That is a myth perpetuated by a 
fearful mind that has forgotten its connection to the Divine. The mind 
argues that fear will keep us safe but that is not true. Love keeps us safe. 

A life of separation from each other, God and ourselves conceals the light 
we are. Be the light. 

Terry Hasty
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Tuesday of the Fourth Week of Advent
Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will live with them. They 
will be his people, and God himself will be with them and be their God.’    
 Revelation 21: 3

I am restless a lot. I feel dissatisfaction with doing “nothing” when I try 
to relax. The poet, George Herbert, wrote about this common human 
experience. God poured blessings upon us; “beauty flowed, then wisdom, 
honor, pleasure.” But God, he said, held back rest! “Let [man] be rich and 
weary, that at least, if goodness lead him not, yet weariness may toss him to 
my breast.” I am rich in friendships, work and health. I am also weary and 
restless. 

The Romans were weary of civil wars. The Jews were living restlessly in an 
occupied land. Yet God promised to Isaiah: “the Root of Jesse will stand as 
a banner for the peoples; the nations will rally to him, and his place of rest 
will be glorious.” (11:10) Christ’s incarnation was a foretaste of the new 
creation described in Revelation; ‘Now the dwelling of God is with men, 
and he will live with them. They will be his people, and God himself will 
be with them and be their God.’ (21: 3) Do you feel especially “rich and 
weary” today? Will you, with me, choose to meditate on God’s promise of 
rest as a place of abiding with Him? 

Lisa Toland Williams
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Wednesday of the Fourth Week of Advent
“See, I am laying in Zion a foundation stone, a tested stone, a precious 
cornerstone, a sure foundation … and I will make justice the line and 
righteousness the plummet” 
 Isaiah 28:16-17

God’s ‘precious cornerstone’ will provide us a ‘sure foundation.’ He says 
if we trust we will not be dismayed. God says, ‘I will make justice the 
measuring line and righteousness the plumb line.’

Jesus is the cornerstone. God is the foundation. Justice and righteousness 
determine the soundness of our souls.

 Jesus’ death was the ultimate sacrifice to bring justice for all who seek the 
truth. We may not find the justice we seek on the earth, but trust in the 
Lord. His justice will prevail. Jesus’ life was the way of love, and though his 
path was not easy, he asks us to follow him. We may suffer and struggle as 
we follow the path of righteousness, but trusting in the Lord will center 
our lives in faith. 

Dear Lord, how may we witness your “measuring line” and “plumb line” 
during this season of Advent? I pray that we may find ourselves on the 
righteous path of love, welcoming the precious cornerstone, Jesus Christ, 
to sure up our faith. I pray that we ask God to guide our actions to be just 
and to center our hearts on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Amen.

Page McCorkle
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Thursday of the Fourth Week of Advent
Shall what is formed say to the one who formed it, “You did not make 
me”? Can the pot say to the potter, “You know nothing”?
 Isaiah 29:16
And Elizabeth said to Mary: “But why am I so favored, that the mother of 
my Lord should come to me.” 

I was careening along a month or two ago when I was stopped dead in 

my tracks by vertigo. It was not the first time I have found myself doing 
too much, trying to do enough to please the Lord. Or actually, to please 
my idea of what that is. This was a reminder that I travel this earth graced 
with God’s favor and original blessing.

When I allow God’s original blessing to become covered with the 
trappings and codes of human understanding, the importance of my 
creation gets lost. This connects to a second piece of today’s lectionary. In 
Isaiah 29:16 it is asked: 

Shall what is formed say to the one who formed it,
 “You did not make me”?
Can the pot say to the potter,
 “You know nothing”?

Or in my case, as a woodcrafter, I look at a tree, or log, or board, 
imagining what is there, hoping in my work to uncover its beauty. Thus 
works the Holy Spirit. Elizabeth’s beauty is covered by her doubt of being 
so favored. The Holy Spirit jumps within her, a gentle reminder. The Holy 
Spirit offers all of us reminders that we are graced with God’s blessings.

Chris Kamm
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Friday of the Fourth Week of Advent
Then they made signs to his father, to find out what he would like to name 
the child. He asked for a writing tablet, and to everyone’s astonishment he 
wrote, “His name is John.”  Luke 1:62-63

This is a story that begins in mystery and silence. Zachariah, struck 
dumb by his refusal to believe, must wait tongue tied for the fulfillment 
of the holy promise whispered into his ear alone. Elizabeth, no doubt 
overwhelmed with joy and fear at this unexpected pregnancy, carried the 
secret of the promise made flesh under her heart. It was hers alone to 
ponder and to cherish, to steep her soul in mystery and imagination, living 
in the question “What is this child going to be?” to which there was no 
answer.

I sometimes describe myself as a believing, practicing Christian heretic. 
Theology means little to me. I struggle enough with Love one another as 
I have loved you to worry much about the meaning of the crucifixion. My 
soul is fed in the unknowing, the mystery. I love the journey through the 
silence and the music, through whispered ancient prayers, drawn by the 
irresistible lure of the bread and wine. I return to the Episcopal church 
week after week, year after year, not for answers, but because here I am 
allowed to live in the questions, to glory in the weightless gap between 
faith and fact, to go out on that limb that is the arm of God. As the poet 
Rainer Rilke said, “Do not now seek the answers which cannot be given 
to you because you would not be able to live them. And the point is to 
live everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps you will then gradually, 
without noticing it, live along some distant day into the answer.”

Zachariah had an answer to one question. “His name is John.” Those 
simple words, spoken after months of silence, carried a power that 
reverberated throughout the land and continues to resonate today. Here is 
the answer lived into. Today we live in a time when the voice of one person 
can be amplified beyond recognition. Words set free from the original 
tongue can shift and change, distorted in a giant game of telephone. 
We are surrounded by a disorienting miasma of conflicting messages, 
of truth rendered opaque and out of reach, of imagined enemies and 
distrusted friends. I have grown weary of it all and retreated into silence 
and music, away from the spoken word. Perhaps we should all become 
more comfortable living inthe question, pondering the mystery instead 
of shouting our opinions, our truths to those who are too busy shouting 
back to hear a word we are saying. There is no answer, only more questions 
barely formed and inadequate to the task. It is terrifying. And yet, it is in 
the questions that we are set free and in the mystery, we may find ourselves 
at last able to love one another as He loves us. It is an answer worthy of 
being lived into, especially as we complete our journey of Advent.

Wendy Brookes
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